Solid Mechanics

Study plan for third-cycle subject

*The subject plan was approved by Fakultetsnämnden (Faculty Board) November 30, 2010. Valid from Spring 11.*

**Subject title**

Solid Mechanics (Hållfasthetslära)

**Subject description and programme outcomes**

**Scientific field**

Solid Mechanics is a science of technology, with issues that often are of fundamental character. The applied part of the research be characterised by large width and often takes place in the interface with other technological sciences. Research in solid mechanics includes all situations where a deformable solid body is involved. The deformation can depend on mechanical strain but can also have other causes. Often, the research intends to formulate limits, criteria for design or conditions for the validity of a theory and point at the need of more advanced theories. The research methods consist of experimental studies, theoretical modelling and numerical analysis. Also development of analytical, experimental or numerical methods are a part of the solid mechanics.

Solid Mechanics is a research discipline where new fields are developed concurrently with the need of the society and new discoveries both within and outside the subject. At the Department of solid mechanics, the research programme is broad, but most of the research projects belong normally one of the fields biomechanics, fracture mechanics, contact mechanics, material mechanics, paper mechanics or fatigue. In common of the different fields in solid mechanics is that the research often deals with the consequences on the macro level due to deformation- and/or failure processes on the micro level.

**Description of possible specialisation**

The subject has no specialisations.

**Specification of how the programme outcomes are to be achieved**

The education implies in-depth studies within some of solid mechanics's research areas through balanced training in theoretical and numerical methods as well as experimental work. The doctoral student should acquire both expertise and width within the subject. The third-cycle studies at the department should hold
a high level in an international comparison. After achieving the Licentiate Degree, the doctoral student should be prepared for both research assignments and development work. After achieving the Doctor's degree, the doctoral students should independently be able to conduct research- or development work within industry or academia.

KTH has through the presidents decision UF 0044-09 established general aims for KTH's education for third-cycle studies. According to these aims, the doctoral student should after completed studies be able to:

- describe and explain theories within her/his field
- formulate concrete research issues within her/his subject area
- use scientific methods to provide new knowledge through scientific studies
- critically analyse and evaluate applied methods and results from own and others' scientific studies
- present and discuss research results within the scientific community
- present research in a pedagogical way outside the scientific community in an educational context
- assess ethical aspects within the research area and act from these and identify needs of new research and have knowledge of how to initiate and lead research

The education should also aim against that the doctoral student after completed studies should be able to participate in interdisciplinary cooperations within the subject area and analyse the role of research in the society.

These aims are achieved through:

- fair and instructive supervision
- a regular and varied supply of courses for third-cycle studies
- a regular participation in international and national conferences
- education in presentation technique and communication training
- the extensive participation of the department in larger interdisciplinary research efforts and in industrially funded research projects

**Current research**

The current research at the Department of solid mechanics treats the following fields:

- development of material models and design criteria for materials that can be characterised as biological, metallic, polymers, composites, paper, fibre based or compacted
- development and verification of criteria and models for brittle and ductile fracture as well as fatigue failure in materials
- development of methods and algorithms for the analysis different of phenomena in solid mechanics and the implementation of these into numerical software

**Programme structure**

The third-cycle studies consists of a course module and a thesis part and are carried out under the guidance of a principal supervisor. The extent of the Degree of Licentiate is 120 credits, where the essay part should correspond to 90 credits and the course module to 30 credits. The extent of the Degree of Doctor is 240 credits, where the thesis part should correspond to 180 credits and the course module to 60 credits. The course module in both the Degree of Licentiate and the Degree of Doctor may, apart from third-cycle courses, also contain courses from the basic education. The minimum allowed part of third-cycle courses
are decided by the KTH's regulatory frameworks for "taking of Degree of Licentiate" respective "taking of Degree of Doctor". For both licentiate and doctoral degree, courses from the basic education may be included. The number of credits that may be included is limited: (i) to the part of the education for basic studies that exceeds the exam requirements for basic or special (if specified) entry requirements for admittance to doctoral studies; (ii) to the part of basic courses that may be included in the Degree of Licentiate and the Degree of Doctor course module limited according to KTH's regulatory frameworks for "taking of Degree of Licentiate" respective "taking of Degree of Doctor". The master's degree project may not be included in the course module. The courses that are included in the education for third-cycle studies are established in an individual study plan according to KTH's regulations. The principal supervisor, in consultation with the doctoral student, delivers in connection with the admission to the education for third-cycle studies a suggestion for an individual study plan that must be approved by the director for doctoral studies at the School of Engineering Sciences, KTH. The courses, including courses from the basic education given credit for, should be chosen so that width is received within the subject and with regard to the current research specialisation.

With the starting point from the research that should be carried out, the development and maturation process of a student, up to a completed Degree of Doctor, can be described as a process in three stages: In stage one a problem, well formulated by the supervisor, is solved; in stage two a research assignment, that has been formulated by the doctoral student and the supervisor together, is solved; in stage three an assignment that the doctoral student essentially alone have formulated, is solved. For a Degree of Licentiate, the doctoral student is only expected to reach the first two the stages. The doctoral student is assumed to carry out his research with the aim to step by step write scientific articles that taken together should constitute the thesis. These articles should have such a scientific level that they can be sent for publication in relevant refereed international scientific journals. The doctoral student should present his research results regularly at national and international conferences.

**Compulsory and recommended courses**

**Compulsory courses**

The course F4C5008 Continuum mechanics, 12 credits, or an equivalent course, is compulsory for both the Degree of Licentiate and the Degree of Doctor.

The course SE2123 Testing Techniques in Solid Mechanics, 6 credits, or an equivalent course, is compulsory for the Degree of Doctor.

Elements of theory of knowledge and research methodology should be included in the doctoral education. Furthermore, doctoral students who carry out teaching of courses in the basic education should acquire pedagogical education.

**Recommended courses**

Regarding recommended fields for third-cycle courses, see the webpage of solid mechanics for current range of courses offered within the doctoral education. Example of subject areas for courses in the third-cycle studies are: biomechanics, fracture mechanics, dynamics, elasticity theory, experimental methods, finite element method, contact mechanics, paper mechanics, plasticity theory, stability theory and fatigue.

Regarding recommended fields for courses for basic studies, see the webpage for current range of courses offered within the basic education in solid mechanics.
Apart from the courses that are offered by the Department of solid mechanics, there are a large number of courses at other departments, both on the basic and doctoral level, that also may be included in the individual study plan, for example courses in vehicle and aeronautical engineering, physics, machine design, mathematics, material science, mechanics and numerical analysis and computer science.

**Thesis**

With thesis, licentiate thesis or doctoral thesis are intended. A thesis in the solid mechanics is usually a compilation thesis consisting of articles published or intended for publication in international scientific journals, and an introduction summarising the thesis. A thesis can also be designed as a monograph. A thesis should reach such quality that the contents of the thesis can be published in international scientific journals of high quality.

**Entry requirements and selection**

**General and special admission requirements and prior knowledge**

General entry requirements, to be admitted as doctoral students in solid mechanics, are completed courses corresponding to at least 240 credits, of which at least 60 credits at second-cycle studies, within one of the engineering programmes F, T, M, P, BD, I or V, or equivalent documented prior knowledge acquired at a Swedish or a foreign university. Master's programme at KTH, within the above mentioned engineering programmes, is regarded in the same way as an engineering programme when it comes to length and extent of an education.

**Selection rules and procedures**

Students applying for doctoral studies in solid mechanics are chosen based on criterion relevant for the specific postgraduate project. The intended principal supervisor has the principal responsibility for the assessment of applicants to the employment.

**The programme’s degrees and examinations**

**Degree of Licentiate and Degree of Doctor (PhD)**

The education in third-cycle studies consists of a course module and a thesis part and are carried out under the guidance of a principal supervisor. The extent of the Degree of Licentiate is 120 credits, where the thesis part should correspond to 90 credits and the course module to 30 credits. The extent of the Degree of Doctor is 240 credits, where the thesis part should correspond to 180 credits and the course module to 60 credits. The course module in both Degree of Licentiate and Degree of Doctor may, apart from third-cycle courses, also contain courses the basic education. The minimum allowed number of third-cycle courses are decided by the KTH's regulatory frameworks for "taking of Degree of Licentiate" respective "taking of Degree of Doctor". For both the Degree of Licentiate and the Degree of Doctor, courses from the basic education can be included. The number of credits that may be included is limited: (i) to the part of the education for basic studies that exceeds the exam requirements for basic or special (if specified) entry requirements for admittance to doctoral studies; (ii) to the part of basic courses that may be included in the Degree of Licentiate and the Degree of Doctor course module limited according to KTH's regulatory
frameworks for "taking of Degree of Licentiate" respective "taking of Degree of Doctor". The Master's degree project may not be included in the course module. The courses that should be included in the third-cycle studies are established in an individual study plan according to KTH's regulations.

Licentiate theses are presented at a public seminar and are reviewed by an external reviewer appointed by the director of doctoral studies at the School of Engineering Sciences, KTH. The licentiate thesis is graded (passed or failed) by an examiner appointed by the director of doctoral studies at the School of Engineering Sciences, KTH.

Doctoral theses are defended at public dissertations according to instructions from the School of Engineering Sciences, KTH. The thesis is reviewed by an opponent and are assessed of an examining committee. Both opponent and examining committee are appointed by the director of doctoral studies at the School of Engineering Sciences, KTH.

It is recommended that students with the intention to take a Degree of Doctor first take a Degree of Licentiate.

**The programme’s examinations**

Second-cycle and third cycle courses have written and/or oral examinations and normally also approved written assignments and laboratory sessions are required.